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Abstract

A growing number of companies realise that to achieve their environmental goals and satisfy stakeholder expectations, they need to look beyond
their own facilities and to involve their suppliers in environmental initiatives. A life cycle approach means that the production system should be
optimised as whole, across national boarders and individual organisations taking part all the way from extraction to disposal. This study is a Life
Cycle Inventory of resources used when producing a piece of cotton garment and the method is based on the standardisation series of ISO 14040-
43. The area of study, Tamil Nadu the most southern state of India, accounts for more than 90% of India’s knitwear exports to Western Europe.
The main conclusion is that the Life Cycle Inventory could be an appropriate method to be used within the textile industry but the main advantage
may not be in solving problems but instead framing them in a distinctive way and making people aware of them. An approach that combines life
cycle and sustainability concepts could be a way towards enhanced corporate responsibility.
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A growing number of companies realise that to achieve their environmental goals and satisfy
stakeholder expectations, they need to look beyond their own facilities and to involve their
suppliers in environmental initiatives. A life cycle approach means that the production system
should be optimised as whole, across national boarders and individual organisations taking
part all the way from extraction to disposal. This study is a Life Cycle Inventory of resources
used when producing a piece of cotton garment and the method is based on the
standardisation series of ISO 14040-43. The area of study, Tamil Nadu the most southern
state of India, accounts for more than 90% of India’s knitwear exports to Western Europe.
The main conclusion is that the Life Cycle Inventory could be an appropriate method to be
used within the textile industry but the main advantage may not be in solving problems but
instead framing them in a distinctive way and making people aware of them. An approach that
combines life cycle and sustainability concepts could be a way towards enhanced corporate
responsibility.
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This Minor Field Study was financed with a scholarship from the Swedish International
Development and Co-operation Agency. Through their program SIDA wants students to gain
knowledge about developing issues within their own discipline. This field study was carried
out during the period 2001/10/23-12/19 in southern India, an area known for its extensive
textile manufacturing. Planning and implementation of the Life Cycle Inventory were done
together with a student colleague, Mårten Sundin, but the analysis and discussion is the work
of the author alone. I am sincerely grateful to the persons who made it possible:

The MFS committee of Linköping University who believed in our idea and gave us the
opportunity to realise it. Our supervisor at ITUF Anna Blomqvist who helped us through with
her support, commitment, humour and professionalism. The Swedish Company, both at the
headquarters in Sweden and the representatives in southern India, who solved every practical
problem we could think of and who’s sincere interest made us feel confident. The Indian
Company, at all different units, who assisted us in every way with immense generosity and
patience. Our Indian supervisors, Professor K. Palanisami in Coimbatore and Ing.
N.K.Kuttiappan in Chennai, and their colleagues who were assisting us with background
information, methodological issues, and practical arrangements and took good care of us
when we felt lost.

Last but not the least, friends and family who have encouraged us and cared for our wellbeing
with love and endurance. Pernilla and Elise, lovely wife and daughter of Mårten, who let me
stay in their home, eat their food, ask strange questions and still enjoyed my company.
Beloved Charlotte, who listened and believed in me when I couldn’t. Finally, Mårten my
dearest friend, without you I wouldn’t have done this and it hadn’t been worth the blood sweat
and tears if you weren’t with me. Thank you!
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This year we celebrate the 30th anniversary of the UN Conference on the Human
Environment. One of the world leaders present in Stockholm 1972, where the conference was
held, was Indira Gandhi. In her speech she emphasised the close interrelation between poverty
and environmental depletion. Since then this “theme” has been central for the environmental
debate and an issue constantly unveiling the ideological gap dividing the rich from the poor
countries. At the UN Conference on Environment and Development, in Rio de Janeiro 1992,
many commitments were made of what very little have been seen. Today the people of the
world are awaiting the outcomes of the World Summit on Sustainable Development in
Johannesburg where hopefully efforts will be made to move from beautiful words to concrete
action.

An aspect, not present to any extent either in Stockholm or Rio, but brought to attention
before Johannesburg is Corporate Accountability. A legally binding international framework
has been high on the Non Governmental Organisations (NGO) priority list as a potential area
for action in Johannesburg, to secure the accountability of corporations in today’s globalised
economy. This framework could be reached by establishing rights for citizens and
communities affected by corporate activities; duties on corporations with respect to social and
environmental matters; and rules to ensure high standards of behaviour wherever corporations
operate (www.foei.org). It’s an approach that goes way beyond today’s voluntary initiatives
for corporate responsibility.

During the late 1990s protests and opposition from the civil society have grown stronger.
Target for their discontent has mainly been the international economical institutions who have
a large influence on the development agenda, but the transnational corporations have to a
great extent also been subject to scrutiny and criticism. There are innumerable examples of
companies violating people and environment to gain the most out of their business. The
distrust against the transnational corporations is huge within the NGO society. Manufacturing
companies have been criticised of locating their production units in low-income countries and
by that contributing to poor countries, in their need of foreign investments, neglecting labour
legislation and environmental aspects. The transnational corporations have expanded
enormously during the last decades and it’s not unusual that their economic assets are larger
than those of the countries they act within are. They have taken initiative for a new political
agenda and developed strategies enabling them to act not only as economic but also as
political actors, both on a national and global scale (McIntosh et al 1998).

But at the same time many companies are realising that with increasing power and influence it
comes a responsibility for the development of social progress. Within the transnational
corporations there are an increased interest for issues of “Corporate Social Responsibility”,
which is about understanding and managing the corporate influence on and in relation to the
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surrounding society. There are several motives why the business sector has taken an interest
in responsibility issues. The threat against the trademark is probably the most important and
there are many recent examples of media exposure and pressure from NGOs, leading to
negative publicity and bad reputation. The large companies of today are to a large extent
selling attitudes and their customers are learning that “you are what you buy”. But people are
beginning to realise the new role of the companies and are paying back by asking unpleasant
questions of where and how the products have been made and they do not want to be
connected with “dirty brands”. Conscious customers want to buy from companies associated
with positive attitudes. There are lots of examples of social, environmental and ethical
commitments among large corporations. Many of are being brought about by pressure from
different NGOs, but the attention has led to voluntary engagements like the increased usage of
reporting mechanisms, codes of conduct and environmental standards (McIntosh et al 1998).
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The clothing companies in Sweden have during the 1990s been heavily criticised due to their
manufacturing in the South1, mostly concerning the occurrence of child labour. In 1990 a
NGO initiative called “Clean Clothes Campaign” started in the Netherlands and spread
through out Europe. The campaign is dedicated to improve working conditions in the garment
and sportswear industry and seeks to achieve its aims through a variety of means including the
introduction of a code of conduct.  The code, which would be adopted and implemented by
companies, is a concise statement of minimum standards with respect to labour practices
based on ILO2 conventions (www.cleanclothes.org). In Sweden the campaign began with
traditional protests and boycotts, but relatively soon the four major clothing companies
opened up a dialogue and started to co-operate with the campaign (Hennes & Mauritz,
KappAhl, Indiska and Lindex). Today it’s difficult finding a clothing company in Sweden
denouncing their social and environmental responsibility, although they emphasis issues of
working conditions.

In Sweden we are consuming a lot of clothes compared to other countries, approximately 9 kg
per person and year. About half of this is made out of cotton. Some 90% of our clothes are
imported and from that 35% comes from countries in the South. Cotton is the agricultural
product representing the largest “shadow area”, meaning that our import of cotton products
correspond to 215 square meter arable land in the South per Swede. The import from the
South comes mainly from countries with an extensive textile industry, for example China,
Bangladesh, India and Pakistan. Only a third of all cotton produced is exported as raw fibre
(Gregow 2000 p39).

Cotton cultivation has become increasingly associated with severe negative impacts, which
include reduced soil fertility, eutrophication, salinisation, loss of biological diversity, water
pollution and pesticide related problems including resistance. Social costs include for example
health problems related to exposure to acutely toxic chemicals and displaced populations
prevented from using productive soils for food production. During several of the
manufacturing processes a lot of airborne cotton dust is produced. Inhalation can interfere
with the normal function of human lungs, giving rise to a respiratory disease termed
&���������. Other occupational health problems concern noise, vibration, heat, residues of
chemicals on the fabric, monotonous repetitive process etc (Myers et al 1999 p9).

                                                
1 South is used as a name for poor countries former known as Third World or Developing countries.
2 International Labour Organisation
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The textile industry is often one of the first to establish when a country becomes industrialised
and with it comes extensive employment, especially for women, and large contributions of
important export incomes. The Indian textile industry, second largest after the agricultural
sector, occupies more than 50 million people and answers to 38% of the export value. The
textile industry is a water, energy and chemical intensive sector and the production processes
are causing substantial emissions but so far few adequate measurements have been made in
order to cope with the environmental deterioration. The textile industry is characterised by
long transports since cultivation, processing and consumption often are located in different
countries (Gregow 2000 p40).

Environmental labelling of clothes hasn’t yet shown a breakthrough worth mentioning on a
commercial basis. The range of eco-labelled clothes is very small and most consumers are
guided by fashion. The complex production chain and the nature of the environmental impact
make it hard to decide upon criteria for control and standardisation of ecological clothes
(Sundin 2002). As a consequence, the clothing companies are starting to show interest in
methods, which would help them raise awareness of social and environmental aspects related
to their manufacturing.

���� 	!��������	
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With a gradually increased environmental awareness the experience of our environmental
problems has become much more complicated. The focus has changed from local and
concrete sources to large scale, diffuse and often delayed consequences, mostly associated
with consumption and lifestyle patterns. The products have come into focus of the
environmental debate and with them an awareness of the difficulties in surveying their total
environmental impact. The need for a systematic and holistic approach has therefore increased
(Ryding 1998 p343).

The method of Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) is a process of evaluating the effects that a
product3 or service has on the environment over the entire period of its life and it’s commonly
referred to as a “cradle-to-grave” analysis. It can be used to study the environmental impact of
either a product or the function the product is designed to perform. The LCA identifies and
quantifies the energy and raw materials consumed, the emissions and wastes generated and
the options available for reducing these environmental impacts. As life cycle studies are
continuous processes, companies can begin the inventory at any point in the production chain
(www.uneptie.org). The Life Cycle Inventory (LCI) is a single step of the LCA technique and
includes the identification, quantification and interpretation of physical flows related to the
different phases of a product’s life cycle (ISO 14040:1997).

A growing number of companies realise that to achieve their environmental goals and satisfy
stakeholder4 expectations, they need to look beyond their own facilities and to involve their
suppliers in environmental initiatives. Leading companies understand that customers and
other stakeholders do not always differentiate between a company and its suppliers and
therefore hold companies responsible for the behaviour of their suppliers. Ways of managing
supply chain5 issues could include screening suppliers for environmental performance,
working collaboratively with them on green design initiatives and providing training and
                                                
3 Throughout this study the term product is used as a synonym for products, product systems and services.
4 “A stakeholder is any group or individual who can affect or is affected by an organisation’s impact or
behaviour”, in McIntosh et al 1998 p30.
5 In this study the term “supply chain” focuses on the actors involved in the production, while the term
“product/production chain” focuses on the processes involved in the manufacturing.
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information to build their environmental management capacity (www.uneptie.org).
Companies can be more environmentally responsible in different ways, including the
analysing of potential environmental impacts of production processes, restricting an activity
whose impact on the environment is uncertain, promoting environmentally sound
technologies and ensuring transparency and complete communication with stakeholders.

��$�������

The purpose of this study is to make an inventory of resources used when producing a piece
of cotton garment. The method is based on the structure of a Life Cycle Inventory in
accordance with the standardisation series of ISO 14040-43. The appropriateness of using this
method within the textile industry is discussed along with the possibilities of developing the
life cycle approach to enhance social and environmental responsibility within the clothing
business.

1.4.1 Questions

•  How is the life cycle approach constituted and how could it contribute to environmental
management?

•  Which are the different production-steps in the cotton production chain and how do they
relate to each other.

•  Which are the most important flows of material and energy within each step and what are
their quantities when producing the piece of cotton garment studied?

•  Which are the characteristic social and environmental impacts related to these flows and
the manufacturing in general?

•  Could the concepts of corporate responsibility and life cycle thinking complement each
other in a fruitful way?

1.4.2 Reading instructions
Chapter 2 is an outline of the life cycle concept, its history, usual applications, its strengths
and weaknesses and different methodological approaches.
Chapter 3 is a description of the case study, its scope and delimitations and the different
production steps.
Chapter 4 contains the analysis and discussion of the empirical results together with
reflections on the implementation.
Chapter 5 finally is a discussion on however the life cycle approach could be developed
towards a sustainability assessment tool to enhance corporate responsibility.
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Integration of environmental aspects in strategic business planning is becoming a common
feature in many companies. Behind the decisions are often several motivating and interrelated
factors like consumer demands, legislation compliance and market opportunities (EEA 1998
p15). Different tools, concepts and ideas to support the new environmental management focus
on products, have developed rapidly in the last decade. The variety has sometimes led to
confusion regarding differences, but also to fruitful linkages, supplements and integration
with existing environmental management systems (Robèrt et al 2002). When companies today
address product related environmental impacts, it’s almost obvious that they consider some
kind of life cycle approach (Heiskanen 2002b).

Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) is considered to be among the most advanced tools for the
greening of business and involves the evaluation of the environmental impact of products,
product systems or services, through all stages of its life cycle (Frankl et al 2000 p10). It is
sometimes called Life Cycle Analysis, Life Cycle Approach, Cradle to Grave Analysis or
Ecobalance. It assesses products from several perspectives, combining an upstream with a
downstream focus of the production chain and input/output of energy and material (EEA 1998
p20). The typical life cycle consists of a series of stages running from extraction of raw
materials, through design and formulation, processing, manufacturing, packaging,
distribution, use, reuse, recycling and, ultimately, waste disposal.

The Life Cycle Inventory (LCI) is a single step of the LCA technique and includes the
identification and quantification of physical flows related to the different phases of a
product’s life cycle (ISO 14040/41:97/98). LCI alone cannot provide information on actual
environmental impacts but it’s worth noting that in the ISO standard (described later on in this
chapter) it’s explicitly mentioned that the analysis of results may concern the findings of the
LCI alone and does not necessarily require an impact assessment (see key features in section
2.3.1). Particular in the past many LCAs carried out by companies were actually limited to the
LCI phase alone (Frankl et al 2000 p38). The method used in this study is based on the
structure of a LCI, but since all available literature is dealing with LCA, including LCI as an
entire concept, the following sections consider them simultaneously, yet with a LCI focus.

2.1.1 A short historical background
The history of LCA/LCI is a relatively new one; the first known study was conducted in the
late 60s and focused on energy consumption in industrial processes. Especially during the 70s
and the oil crisis, energy analyses with a life cycle approach were carried out, sometimes
complemented with economical assessments related to alternative energy sources. Gradually,
emissions related to energy production and use were, to some extent, included. At the same
time the area of application were widened to include products and product systems, which
hastened the methodological development. With the increased attention on environmental
problems during the 80s, the method was developed further focusing on waste generation, to a
large extent concerning comparisons between different packaging materials.

At the end of the 80s the life cycle approach was discussed as a necessary part when deciding
on criteria for eco-labelling. It wasn’t until the beginning of the 90s that a more general use of
LCA/LCI became common, mainly concerning user-friendly applications for internal product
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development. In doing so a further methodological development of the former energy and
material analysis was needed, concerning the environmental impacts of these flows (Ryding
1998 p345).

The procedures for initiating, conducting and reporting life cycle studies in a proper manner,
have been defined by several international organisations during the late 90s (SETAC, UNEP,
OECD, EEA6). More recently the guidelines and principles relating to life cycle studies were
defined by the International Organisation for Standardisation (ISO) using specific
international standards (ISO 14040-43:1997-2000). The discussions leading to
methodological progress have concentrated on the improvement of the method as such, often
at a detailed and technical level. The usefulness of the technique to practitioners and
knowledge about how the application of life cycle studies affects management has to a lesser
extent been investigated (Frankl et al 2000 p22).

���� 	!������%���	���	�
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The aims and benefits of carrying out a life cycle study are often described in terms of:
- providing a comprehensive picture of the interactions with the surrounding environment;
- contributing to the enhanced awareness of the interdependent environmental consequences

of human activities;
- defining the environmental effects of these activities along with opportunities for

improvements (Frankl et al 2000 p20).

LCA/LCI can be used for quite different purposes:
- design or redesign of products - concerning choices of resources, manufacturing processes

or final use by consumers;
- strategic planning and decision making within marketing, policymaking, priority setting,

product innovation;
- communication in ways of environmental claims, eco-labelling scheme or environmental

product declarations;
- identify opportunities to improve production systems and measure environmental

performance (EEA 1998 p25, ISO 14040:1997, Ryding 1998 p350).

Studies of business experience show that the use of LCA in business varies, depending to a
large extent on where in the product chain the company is situated and on the incentive for the
activity. Although the methodology was originally developed to support decisions concerning
operations, products and strategies, few companies have felt the need for detailed LCAs based
on a consistent methodology. Full LCA is often considered to be costly and time consuming
to perform because of the complicated methodology dependent on an extensive inventory of
data, which is often difficult to access. Instead of supporting single decisions, life cycle tools
seem to be used in order to understand complex situations, providing examples for learning
and structuring problems. Simple instruments are preferred, based on the same life cycle
approach, but requiring lower efforts in terms of data, analysis and impact evaluation. This
reflects the fact that on one hand there is a large interest to implement the life cycle idea, but
on the other hand resources are often limited (Frankl et al 2000).

As a consequence the life cycle studies of today are to be considered as hybrids since they
make use of conceptually related tools and techniques. It can seldom be used as the only

                                                
6 The Society of Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry, United Nations Environment Programme,
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, European Environment Agency.
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decision support tool and it’s expected that the life cycle methodology will be integrated with
other approaches to environmental management. Life cycle hybrids make it possible to
address ad hoc problems in the context of life cycle thinking, ensuring that the most optimal
solutions are implemented. The amount of life cycle relevant information is increasing, giving
the possibility of extending the approach into new production and application areas. Many
conventional analytic tools, developed before LCA, are now developing along the same
approach, for instance: Cost Benefit and Risk Analysis, Environmental Impact Assessment,
Environmental Accounting and Auditing (Frankl et al 2000). Although existing environmental
management systems makes no explicit links to the life cycle concept, the integration of both
concepts is an area of further interest. Both tools encourage practitioners to think holistically
about their activities, indirect environmental aspects and communication with stakeholders
(EEA 1998).

���������'���
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The implementation of the life cycle thinking could be done in different ways depending on
the aim, scope and level of details desired. There are several more or less detailed methods
ranging from vague holistic approaches via qualitative screenings to systematic quantitative
assessments. It’s not always possible to make a clear distinction between the different
concepts. They should rather be seen as a spectrum with an increasing level of detail, suitable
for decision making in different situations. Depending on the context, the abbreviation LCA is
often used with different meanings but researchers usually refer to a sophisticated tool with a
number of certain steps in accordance with a certain manual. In literature, when trying to
conceptualise a product’s life cycle, three main directions are often found: Life Cycle
Thinking, Life Cycle Approach and Life Cycle Assessment.

- Life Cycle Thinking (LCT) represents a growing awareness of the complexity of product
and process interactions with the environment (Frankl et al 2000 p37). It could be used
within a broad framework to encourage and promote a proactive behaviour of business
towards the environment. The essence of LCT is that products and processes do not exist
in isolation, but carry baggage and implications. The results could be presented using
qualitative statements, indicating which components or materials have the largest
environmental impacts, but it’s not suitable for marketing purposes (EEA 1998 p27). LCT
could be compared with the concepts of Ecological Rucksack or Ecological Footprint (see
Chapter 4).

- Life Cycle Approach (LCAP) is used to make an assessment of environmental aspects
based on a limited and usually qualitative inventory. It is a step closer to a detailed Life
Cycle Assessment and basically has the same aim, but with a significant reduction in
expenses and time used. Depending on the application, the data can be quantitative or
qualitative and indicators such as energy demand, and key substances can be used to
identify the hot spots in the life cycle. LCAP include a wide range of instruments, for
instance: Life Cycle Inventory (LCI), Streamlined Life Cycle Assessment, Life Cycle
Costing, and Material Intensity Per Service Unit (Frankl et al 2000 p38).

- Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) finally, as described and defined in the international
standard, provides principles and framework and methodological requirements for
conducting LCA studies. The assessment includes the entire life cycle of the product,
process or activity, encompassing extracting and processing raw materials, manufacturing,
transportation, distribution, use, re-use, maintenance, recycling and final disposal. Further
on the LCA addresses environmental impacts in the general categories of ecological
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consequences, human health and resource use. Typically it does not address economic
considerations or social effects (ISO 14040:1997).

2.3.1 Key features of life cycle studies according to ISO
The international standard describing the principles and framework for conducting and
reporting life cycle studies is very extensive (ISO 14040-43:1997-2000). The main features,
with a focus on LCI studies related to this study are concluded in the box below.

•  The International Standard recognises that LCA is still at an early stage of development.
Some phases, such as impact assessment, are still in relative infancy. There is no single
method for conducting life cycle studies. Organisations should have flexibility in
implementing the International Standard, based upon the specific application and the
requirements of the user.

•  LCA is a technique for assessing the environmental aspects and potential impacts
associated with a product by compiling an inventory of relevant inputs and outputs of a
product system, evaluating the potential environmental impacts associated with those
inputs and outputs and interpreting the results of the inventory analysis and impact
assessment phases in relation to the objectives of the study.

•  The scope, boundaries and level of detail of an life cycle study depend on the subject and
intended use of the study. The depth and breadth may differ considerably depending on
the goal of a particular life cycle study.

•  LCA/LCI is an iterative technique. Therefore, the scope of the study may need to be
modified while the study is being conducted as additional information is collected.

•  The scope, assumptions, description of data quality, methodologies and output of life
cycle studies should be transparent. The data sources should be discussed and documented
and be clearly and appropriately communicated.

•  Provisions should be made, depending on the intended application of the life cycle study,
to respect confidentiality and proprietary matters.

•  Life Cycle Inventory studies shall include definition of goal and scope, inventory analysis
and interpretation of results. Inventory analysis involves data collection and calculation
procedures to quantify relevant inputs and outputs of a product system. These inputs and
outputs may include the use of resources and releases to air, water and land associated
with the system.

•  Interpretation is the phase of LCA in which the findings from the inventory analysis and
the impact assessment are combined together, or, in the case of LCI studies, the findings
of the inventory analysis only. The findings of this interpretation may take the form of
conclusions and recommendations to decision-makers, consistent with the goal and scope
of the study. There is no scientific basis for reducing the results to a single overall score or
number, since trade-offs and complexities exist for the systems analysed at different
stages of their life cycle.

•  The results of the LCI should be interpreted with caution because they refer to input and
output data and not to environmental impacts. In particular, an LCI study alone shall not
be the basis for comparisons (ISO 14040:1997, 14041:1998).
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2.3.2 Product chain management
The idea of product chain management (PCM) originates from the concept of LCA and might
be considered a relatively new field of environmental studies. The behaviour and decisions of
actors involved in the life cycle of a product may either obstruct or facilitate the integration of
environmental aspects. PCM focus on the fact that environmental progress in the product
chain call for those stakeholders to co-operate. Except from flows of products and materials,
money and information are also included in the product chain. All parties in the chain depend
on each other in the investigation and implementation of environmental improvements, since
environmental measurements taken by a single actor may be sub-optimal. The emphasis
placed on the analysis of the substance flows is being broadened to include the analysis of
economic and informational flows. PCM provides companies with a framework for
developing a proactive chain oriented environmental policy (Garcia 2000 p11).

Co-operation between the actors in the product chain can take place to different extent:
agreements of information sharing, joint projects or studies and long-term alliances. A great
deal of information is lost when a product is passing through its life cycle, which could hinder
environmental improvements and innovations. The integration of life cycle environmental
criteria depends on information from both up- and downstream in the chain. The form of co-
operation will depend, among other factors, on whether there is a dominant company (key
actor) in the chain with sufficient influence to direct the change process. These companies can
impose specific requirements on their suppliers regarding materials used or the adoption of
environmental management systems (Garcia 2000 p14).

2.3.3 Limitations of life cycle studies
The strength of the LCA is its capacity to identify and sort out important factors within a
holistic perspective. But it’s an approach with inherent limitations and insecurities of which
the consequences are difficult to assess. LCA is often presented as an objective, scientific
method, based on natural scientific principles and the collection of data from observable
processes. But it’s a mistake to see a LCA as a true representation of human - nature
interactions, because it’s in no way obvious what actually happens in the environment as a
consequence of buying or manufacturing a product. The life cycle of a product doesn’t exist
as a separate unit out there in nature, but has to be modelled on the basis of what we assume
to be the purpose of the activity and where we place the responsibility for environmental
interventions (Heiskanen 2002b).

Apart from the complexity of LCA that makes it cost and time consuming the assumptions
and subjective valuations necessarily involved in life cycle studies must be seen as important
limitations. The assumptions and delimitations made must be fully communicated as the
results might differ substantially and one should be cautious when making environmental
claims. Additionally like all other models LCA/LCI is a simplification of the physical system
and cannot claim to provide an absolute and complete representation of every environmental
interaction. Another dilemma is the availability and quality of data that could affect the
reliability of the results if inaccurate or missing data have interfered the inventory phase. One
is often forced to use data of general or average kind when specific data is missing for the
actual product system. Further, the problems of environmental management are often cross-
disciplinary problems and typically involve technical, economic and social considerations, as
decision-making might require other tools alongside life cycle studies (Frankl et al 2000 p17).
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Before leaving Sweden for our fieldtrip we contacted a Swedish Clothing Company. They
expressed their interest and offered us their assistance in introducing us to their suppliers in
India. The area of study, Tamil Nadu the most southern state of India, with its significant
clusters of textile industries accounts for more than 90% of India’s knitwear exports to
Western Europe (Blomqvist 1998 p129). At arrival we met with the Supplier Company who
declared their willingness to help us. Both companies wanted to be anonymous in the study in
order to be able to provide us with confidential information and avoid exposure in media.

The Supplier Company is a medium sized textile and garment producing enterprise. They are
regularly providing the Swedish Company with large quantities of garments and could
represent a modern industry with proactive attitudes towards social and environmental
aspects7. Even though we didn’t visit other supplier companies or production sites our
impression is, which was confirmed by the Swedish Company, that our study has been
implemented in a context characterised by modern equipment and a high level of social and
environmental awareness (Informant no.3).

The Supplier Company is a family company started in the 1960s, with approximately 1500
employees. Their main export items are knitwear/hosiery, with a production of 40 000
pieces/day in 10 different units. They had recently been certified in accordance with the ISO
9002 standard and were about to finish an ISO 14001 process during our visit (Informant
no.5). They showed us all their in-house processes related to our study: knitting, wet treatment
and drying, compacting, stitching and packing. They also introduced us to some of their
subcontractors, which enabled us to cover the remaining steps of our garment’s life cycle:
cultivation, ginning and spinning.

Except from our Swedish supervisor we also had two supervisors in India: Professor K.
Palanisami, Director at the Water Technology Centre (WTC), Tamilnadu Agricultural
University (TNAU) in Coimbatore, and Ing. N.K. Kuttiappan, Executive President at LVK
Enviro Consultants in Chennai. They were assisting us with background information,
methodological issues and practical arrangements.

���������
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The method used in this study is based on the structure of a Life Cycle Inventory (LCI) as
described in the previous chapter. The inventory reaches from “the cradle to the gate” and
doesn’t include the retail, use, recycling and disposal phases of the life cycle. This is a
delimitation made mainly due to time limits but also to meet the requests of the Swedish
Company. As a consequence some comparisons can’t be done and some questions will not be
answered. For instance, other studies indicate that during the user phase (washing and drying)
the amount of energy used exceeds the total amount of energy used during all the previous
phases (Myers et al 1999 p46), an aspect that will not be investigated in this study.

                                                
7 “A proactive company is aware of, tries to anticipate and meet the expectations of their stakeholders by
investigating, communicating and changing the company’s behaviour and activities” (Maignan et al 2001 p30).
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Despite the usual proceeding in LCAs to study a function, we chose to follow a piece of
cotton garment as a product. The main purpose with studying a function is the possibility to
compare the impact of different products fulfilling the same function. But the actual function
of a garment will vary with the type of garment and the person using them. It could be
protection, comfort, fashion or even a political statement guiding the purchase. It’s important
to remember that this study is not made with the intention of comparing our garment with any
other kind of garment. Therefore it seemed more appropriate to concentrate on the product as
such. As a consequence, the results are only representative for our pair of trousers and the
exact series of units/processes, which unables us to generalise about or draw any conclusions
concerning garment production at large or even textile industries in southern India. If the
study had been made on another piece of garment produced in the same units as ours, or if we
had followed a similar pair of trousers but through different units, the results would have been
different.

The gathering of data was done through contacts with chief technicians at the different
process units. There were no particular questionnaire used and the nature of the interviews
was unstructured. During the visits we were in no way participating in, just observing the
activities (Patel et al 1997 p95). The inventory questions were prepared in advance but they
often had to be modified during the visit to suit the available data. Almost all processes were
visited twice, which enabled confirmation and rechecking of the data. During the gathering of
data no own measurements were done and we relied totally on already existing figures. But it
should be stressed that the figures presented to us were often their own internal process data
used in the everyday production. Due to the somewhat peculiar demands on the form, amount
parameter per kg product, the figures sometimes had to be reshaped. The work of the
informants in providing us with the requested data, together with our own final calculations,
should be the main sources of unreliability. For a list of all informants see Appendix no.1.

3.2.1 Delimitations
To guarantee an adequate level of validity, the inventory categories are chosen on the basis of
the most common aspects found in literature, which are reflecting the flows of material and
energy most related to major social and environmental impacts, caused by the production of
cotton fibres, textiles and clothes8. A decisive difference between LCI and LCA is that no
claims or conclusions regarding the actual environmental impacts could be made entirely
upon an inventory. The study should be seen as an identification and quantification of
resources giving rise to environmental problems and not a study of the impacts/problems
themselves. It will not answer any questions about the trouser’s level of environmental
“friendliness”. It’s possible though, to use the results from this study if one further on wants
to conduct a full Life Cycle Assessment.

The parameters included in the study are those directly related to the production of cotton
fibres and textiles. We have not considered any parameters related to production equipment,
working premises or manpower. The natural resources in focus of this study are renewables
like cotton, water and to some extent land use, rather than petrochemical substances.
Auxiliary products, although essential in the manufacturing, are products with their own life
cycles and therefore excluded from this study, for instance wax for lubrication during
spinning and needle oil in the knitting process (see Figure no.1).

                                                
8 For example: Blomqvist 1998, Jacks et al 1994, KemI 1997, Laursen et al 1997, Myers et al 1999,
Muezzinoglu 1998, Narayanaswamy et al 2001, Proto et al 2000 and Xin 2000.



Figure no.1
Boundaries and delimitations of the case study and relations to adjacent systems. The black
frame in the middle of the figure delimits the case study of our pair of cotton trousers. It
contains the five different inventory categories (parameters) included in the study along with
transports and the life cycle steps from cultivation to stitching. Elementary in- and outputs of
material and energy belongs to the product system at large. The life cycle steps not included
in the study are retail to disposal.
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The reliability of the results is to a large extent dependent of the delimitation of the system
and gathering of data. The most difficult task is to decide where the product system ends and
where other related product systems starts. It’s impossible to do a survey of all product life
cycles with connection to our system. The more you include the greater the risk of inaccuracy
when doing the measurements. Even though the conclusion must be that the actual flows of
material and energy, related to the production of our piece of garment, are larger than the
results indicate.

At every process unit questions were asked about “how much and what kind of” each of the
inventory categories below, were used per kilogram cotton/textile/garment:

Inventory category Unit Type

1. Material kg Cotton
2. Energy MJ Electricity
3. Water litre Fluid or steam
4. Chemicals kg To change textile properties
5. Waste kg Cotton, paper, plastic, sludge

The Swedish Company suggested we should follow the production of a ladies sports garment
consisting of a hooded jacket and trousers to match. Due to metal accessories on the jacket,
which would further complicate the study, we chose to follow the trousers only. The trousers
were made in three different colours (beige, khaki and grey) and produced in the total quantity
of 55 740 in two rounds. During the winter/spring season (2001/2002) 6 760 pairs were to be
sold in the Swedish stores (Informant no.2). This study is only concerned with the beige
trousers since they were in production during our stay, which simplified the study and enabled
us a close look through all in house processes. This will not affect the results other than a
small difference between the amounts of dyeing chemicals used during the wet treatment
process (see Appendix no.2: Levafix Yellow/Red/Blue).

The pair of trousers consists of two different kinds of fabric, one for the actual trouser and one
for the waistband. The trousers are composed of pure cotton, while the waistband also
contains 5% elastan to make it more elastic. The garment is stitched with a thread made out of
100% polyester. The weight of the fabric, requested by the Swedish company, is measured in
grams per square meters (GSM) and differs in the two types of fabric, trousers 280 and
waistband 350 (Informant no.7). We don’t know the relation between the amount fabric used
for the trousers and the amount used for the waistband and we don’t know the weight of the
amount thread used. To handle this problem we have excluded elastan and polyester from the
study and this will show in the results as a marginal decrease of resources used.

The fact that almost all cotton waste is used as a resource in the manufacturing of other
products is not taken into account in this study. But by using cotton waste, some other
material was not used and that could maybe be viewed as a social and environmental benefit
worth investigating. Other aspects, to difficult to manage in the inventory phase and therefore
excluded from the study, were energy sources used for the production of electricity, and the
emissions of fertilisers, pesticides or other process chemicals to air, water, soil and workplace.
Solid wastes, packing material, transports and to some extent chemicals included in the
inventory are described briefly and mainly qualitatively.
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3.3.1 Cotton cultivation
Two cotton cultivation sites were visited but unfortunately none of them could be seen as
representative. They were either too small, not delivering enough quantities, not growing a
suitable type of cotton or they were using untraditional cultivation methods. But the main
reason, which unabled us to include the cultivation step fully, is the fact that the cotton
delivered to the spinning mill and used in our trousers, was coming from all over the world.
All raw cotton used is mixed with raw cotton originating from other countries to guarantee an
even quality and therefore cotton from India is never used on its own (Informant no.12).

Cotton fibres are the seed hairs from a wide variety of plants of the '�������� family (Banuri
1998 p31). The fibre consists of long hairs called lint, which can easily be detached from the
seed. A single fibre is a little less in diameter than a human hair, and the longer and finer the
staple the better its quality, since it can be used to produce thinner and lighter textiles without
knots or uneven surfaces (Banuri 1998 p32). Cotton cultivation practices differ widely from
country to country and even within a certain region, due to the type of cottonseed, local soil
and climate conditions. The cotton plant needs more than 160 days with a temperature above
15o C and approximately 500 mm of water during the growing season, either by rainfall or
irrigation. Fertilisers are used in almost all countries, nitrogen (N) is the major one along with
phosphorous (P) and potassium (K). Fertilisers are applied before planting or before flowering
(Laursen et al 1997 p31).

Cotton is very prone to insect infestation, diseases, nematodes, and weeds that can damage the
cotton crop. To protect the cotton plant, large quantities of acutely toxic chemical pesticides
are used in conventional cultivation. The types, amounts and frequency of application of
chemical pesticides vary widely and it’s an area of constant changes as new products emerge.
Excessive use of pesticides is a serious problem associated with cotton cultivation, which
could affect human health as well as biological diversity and surface- and groundwater quality
(Myers et al 1999 p10). During harvest the opened bolls are removed from the cotton plant. In
low-income countries like India for instance cotton is mainly picked by hand to maximise the
quality and cleanliness of the cotton. A cotton field may be hand picked several times in order
to pick the mature cotton balls. Whereas in high-income countries mechanical methods are
used when harvesting cotton, a process that is aided by application of harvest-aid chemicals
(Laursen et al 1997 p38).

3.3.2 Ginning
A small subcontractor company owned the ginning mill visited. The machines were of the old
kind, very noisy and dusty and a lot of processes were done by hand. From the harvesting the
cotton (lint and seeds) is delivered to the ginning mill where it’s dried, the lint is separated
from the seed and is roughly cleaned. Cotton fibres only account for one third of the weight,
while cottonseed accounts for two thirds. The raw cotton fibres are formed into bales,
packaged in woven jute with hot rolled steel bands or wrapped in woven polypropylene
(Informant no.11). The seeds contain valuable nutrients and are used as cattle feed or in the
production of cooking oil. Some cottonseed is kept for replanting. The amount of waste
generated by the ginning process varies according to the harvest method. The vegetative
waste may be composted, applied to the soil as mulch, fed to animals or disposed by landfill.
The cotton fibres lost during the ginning process can be recovered and sold for use in low-
grade textile products (Banuri 1998 p41).
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3.4.1 Spinning
The spinning industry visited was situated in the countryside. It was a modern construction
behind high walls, producing all kinds of spun yarns from raw cotton. The spinning company
was certified according to the ISO 9002 standard. The maintenance of the machines and
processes needed quite a lot of human attention. The raw cotton is bought from an agency and
besides the Indian states of Andhra Pradesh and Maharashtra comes from countries like
China, Australia, USA and Benin. Each cotton bale delivered to the spinning industry’s
storage room has a weight of approximately 250 kg. The bales is brought into the blowing
room and opened. Sometimes the steel bands have corroded and discoloured the cotton at the
surface, which have to be removed by hand with metal brushes. After mixing, the cotton is fed
into the blowing machine (Informant no.12).

In the blowing machine the cotton tufts is opened up, separated and blown clean from non-
fibrous material. From there it is sucked to the next machine in pipelines. In the carding
process the fibres are separated individually, made parallel and formed into a thick loosely
assembled rope called a sliver. The combing process straightens and parallels the fibres as
much as possible and removes dust and short fibres. During the drawing process several
slivers are separated and then joined into one to increase the strength and make the quality
more even. The spinning process consists of two parts. First the loose slivers are drawn into a
reduced thinner shape. In the actual spinning machine the thread is stretched between two
rolls to the thickness wanted and at the same time twisted. By varying the speed of the rolls
the thickness or “count of yarn” is chosen (Informant no.12).

In the winding machine several spindles are winded up together on a large cone made of
cardboard paper. The weight of the finished cone depends on the quality, which is dependent
on how much short fibres are removed earlier in the process. The cones are first packed
individually and then 35-40 together in plastic bags. Wax lubrication is applied during the
cone winding to make the friction less in the knitting process, to increase the speed and avoid
breaking. The quality of the yarn (colour, strength, thickness) is checked daily in the
laboratory. Dust and short fibres rejected during the different steps are used for other products
(Informant no.12).

3.4.2 Knitting
Knitting is a purely mechanical process in which courses of looped stitches are formed into
various types of fabric structures such that each knitted course is looped through an adjoining
course. The knitting unit visited was using circular knitting machines in which the needles
were moving around a cylinder while the yarn was steady in one position. Four different types
of needles are doing three jobs each and there are approximately 2000 needles side by side.
The type of knitted fabric used in the trousers is called “Double Jersey” and is knitted with
tree threads, one with a count of yarn of 10 and two with a count of yarn of 40. The fabric for
the waistband is knitted with one thread with a count of yarn of 30 combined with an elastic
thread (Informant no.7).

The machine works in two shifts around the clock with one hour of maintenance for each
shift. Due to the circular knitting technique the fabric, called grey fabric, comes out of the
machine in the shape of a cylinder and is winded to a role, with a weight of 15-20 kg. The
machine is able to knit approximately 220 kg during two shifts. Since knitting is a purely
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mechanical process, the waste will only include dust and solid waste such as yarn, cuttings
and faulty products (Informant no.7).

3.4.3 Wet Treatment and Drying
The grey fabric is delivered from the knitting unit by trucks directly in time for the wet
treatment processes. The first step is to turn the fabric tubs inside out by hand and then stitch
several of the long fabric pieces together which makes the further handling easier. The
machines used for our garment were modern continuous machines, allowing both the fabric
and the processing liquids to move. One machine consists of several compartments and the
washing, bleaching and dying processes are performed after each other in the same machine
(Informant no.9).

The knitted fabric contains dirt and fatty substances from the previous processes as well as
natural substances, which makes a proper dying and finishing impossible. The contaminations
are removed through washing using a combination of wetting agents and detergents, which
consists of an alkaline treatment using sodium hydroxide and or sodium carbonate, and a
combination of anionic and non-ionic surfactants. The quantities of the added chemicals vary
with respect to the amount of contamination and the type of machines being used.  The aim of
the bleaching is to remove the natural colour of the raw material, which may disturb the
further processes. Bleaching can be omitted or reduced in strength depending on if the
material will be dyed in pale or dark shades. For cotton material bleaching is normally carried
out using sodium hypochlorite or hydrogen peroxide in alkaline medium (Laursen 1997
p117).

Dyeing is performed to equip the textile material with a desired colour and can be carried out
either on fibre, yarn, fabric or finished product. The technical demands to the dyes are to
obtain the required shade and the sufficient fastness towards influence of light, washing and
perspiration. Since dyes are expensive it has always been in the interest of the dyer that as
much dye as possible ends up on the fabric and not in the wastewater. Direct or reactive
dyestuffs are used for dyeing cotton and other cellulose fibres. The dying is carried out as an
exhaustion process in neutral saline bath, followed by an alkaline fixation in the same bath
(sodium carbonate). Rinsing processes are required to remove surplus unfixed dyestuffs and
will often be responsible for more than half of the total water consumption during wet
treatment (Laursen 1997 p123).

The finishing process or the after treatment has the aim of changing properties of the fabric
either by changing the appearance or giving the material a certain function.  In our case
softening is carried out in the last rinsing in a separate machine called hydroextractor, which
works like a centrifuge and removes water from the fabric while adding softener. The wet
fabric is then fed into a huge drying machine where it’s circulated for approximately half an
hour in 120-140 degrees C. Oil incineration is used as a complementing energy source. The
quality of the processes and the finished fabric is checked daily in the laboratory using a
spectrophotometer to attain the exact colour shade requested (Informant no.9).

The unit has its own wastewater treatment plant consisting of salt recovery, water purification
and sludge removal. The treated water is recycled back into the system or it’s used for
irrigation. Fresh water is added from bore well for sensitive operations. Due to restrictions
from local authorities the unit is unable to dispose the sludge and has to store it for the time
being. Except from the sludge, no significant solid waste arises directly from the wet
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treatment of textiles except from the disposal of empty chemical and dyestuffs drums
(Informant no.10).
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3.5.1 Compacting
Compacting is a way of mechanically shrinking the fabric to avoid shrinkage when the
customer washes the garment. The machine forces the fabric to mechanically be tighter by
using a rubber blanket feeder while steam is added. It causes 15% shrinkage of the fabric.
After the wet processes, drying and compacting the GSM has increased in the fabric used for
the trousers from 220 to 280, and in the waistband from 260 to 350. The fabric for the hood
jacket belonging to our trousers were going through one more process before stitching, called
brushing or raising. The machine consists of several roles with metal spikes on them. When
the fabric is fed through the machine the spikes tear the knitted loops on the backside of the
fabric, causing a nice soft smooth surface called fleece. The process is resulting in a material
loss of 5% (Informant no.6).

3.5.2 Stitching
The dry fabric is brought back to the finishing and stitching unit. Wet and dry rubbing tests as
well as wash tests are carried out. The long fabric pieces are first cut into smaller more
manageable pieces, the patterns/models are being measured and cut into single pieces. The
cutting is done both manually and by machine and each piece is checked before going to
stitching. Cutting gives leftovers of fabric, which can vary from 6-25% depending on the type
of textile product. Some of the leftovers are used to produce lower quality textiles or other
products. The cut pieces are sewn together on sewing machines using sewing thread made of
100% polyester. When the garments are finished they are checked again both inside and
outside for loose threads or oil stains. During ironing with steam, the garment is measured one
last time. The finished trousers are packed separately in plastic bags and then 30-40 pieces in
a cardboard box, ready for transport (Informant no.8).
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When looking at a pair of trousers at a retailer it’s impossible to know under which
circumstances they have been produced or what kind of environmental impacts they have
caused on their way to the store. By quantifying the most significant flows of material and
energy, with the potential of giving rise to environmental problems, this LCI presents a rough
picture of resources used when producing a pair of cotton trousers. When studying the effects
of production and consumption patterns there are several ideas and notions that could help us
conceptualise and present the results from a Life Cycle Inventory. “Ecological footprint” is a
measurement of the area needed to maintain a certain lifestyle and what physical marks our
consumption is causing outside our country. “Ecological rucksack” is another measurement
that is focusing on the material flows related to extraction and manufacturing of raw materials
and products. Both concepts want to give a rough picture of how we use resources in the
context of sustainable development and global distribution of wealth9.

The results from each production step are presented in Table no.1. The study stretches from
ginning to stitching and then packing and transporting for Sweden. Due to our inability to
locate the origin of the cotton fibres used in the production of our garment, the cultivation step
is not included in Table no.1. At the bottom line the results from each production step are
summed up and presented as total resource used for one pair of trousers. The initial weight of
the material needed for one pair of trousers (0.8 kg) has been calculated backwards. Starting
with the only measurement done by ourselves, weighing a finished pair of trousers to 0.33 kg,
and constantly adding the material losses (cotton waste) taking place at each step and by that
increasing the weight until reaching the initial weight. Then the resources needed at each step
are calculated on the basis of the amount of material under production. For the detailed
calculations see Appendix no.4 and no.5.

Due to the initial mixing procedures at the spinning process, it’s likely that the cotton fibres
ending up in the trousers originate from at least two different continents (Informant no.12).
This fact, how thrilling it may be, unabled us not only to locate the actual cultivation site but
also as a consequence unabled the inclusion of inventory figures directly related to our
garment. To get a bit closer to presenting a full production cycle, instead of completely
excluding the cultivation step, literature figures have been used to compensate some of the
missing data. Because of the multinational origin of the cotton fibres the figures are based on
world average. The figures presented in Table no.2 are only concerning water and land use.
The use of fertilisers and pesticides are extremely varied between countries and the
documentation insufficient, which have made it impossible to calculate any realistic figures.
This is an important aspect to remember when interpreting the results since other studies show
how the cultivation step compared to other steps of the life cycle represents an extensive part
of the energy and resources used (see for example Myers et al 1999). 

                                                
9 The concept of Ecological footprint was invented by M. Wackernagel and Ecological rucksack by F. Schmidt-
Bleek. Georg Borgström first used the concept of shadow or ghost areas in the 1960s. Here the notions are used
just in their metaphorical sense and for more detailed information, interested readers are referred to respective
author or for example Gregow 2000.
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Table no.1
Results from the Life Cycle Inventory concerning the resources used when producing a pair
of cotton trousers. The inventory stretches from the processes of ginning to stitching.
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0.811 1.412 9.1 11.5 - - - - 0.2 0.4�������
Na13 Na 0.03-0.32

0.6 1.4 12.0 22.0 - - - - 0.2 0.4��������
Na 15.0-45.0

0.4 1.0 0.7 1.9 - - - - - - �������
Na 5.0-20.0

0.4 1.0 0.3 0.7 20.4 52.5 0.1 0.2 0.004 0.01���
��������� Na 10.7-52.3 43-311 Na Na

0.4 1.0 0.3 0.7 - - - - - -!�����
Na See wet treat.

0.4 1.0 0.03 0.08 0.4 0.9 - - - -����������
Na Na Na

0.4 1.2 0.3 0.8 0.2 0.4 - - 0.06 0.18�����
���
Na 0.3 Na 6-25%

0.8 22.5 21.0 0.1 0.5"#"$%
(per trouser)

Table no.2
Literature figures related to the cotton cultivation step and results calculated on the basis of
the inventory of this study. The literature figures are based on world average and are only
concerning water and land use.

�������&�'��� �������(��� ��������(��(� %������(����

%����(������� 13.2 16.7 600 kg/ha

�������	����� 6600 8300 7-29 000 litre/ha

                                                
10 Inventory category
11 Per trouser (0.33 kg)
12 Per kg output
13 Literature comparison per kg output (Laursen et al 1997), Na – not available
14 Laursen et al 1997 p30
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4.2.1 Cultivation
A very concrete and clear example of the product’s physical footprint in the environment is
the arable land needed to cultivate enough cotton to produce a pair of trousers (0.8 kg).
According to our calculations, with a world average yield of 600 kg/ha, the area is
approximately 13 m2 or 3.6m*3.6m. A footprint more than ten times larger than the trousers
themselves. The water needed, provided by rainfall or irrigation, to cultivate the amount of
cotton needed for a pair of trousers is almost 6600 litre. An amount about 330 times more
than the total water usage during the wet treatment processes. If we instead of the world
average yield had used the Indian average of 300 kg/ha (www.icac.org), the area and the
amount of water needed had been twice as big. It’s possible to take these figures as a rough
measurement when looking into our wardrobes, trying to estimate the space occupied and
resources used somewhere in the world that corresponds to the amount of clothes we buy,
wear and throw away every year.

When it comes to issues of sustainability and global distribution of resources, which are
extremely complex, aspects related to this study could be the access to and the cost of safe
water and fertile land to secure the fulfilment of basic needs. Where of course the differences
are tremendous between Sweden and India. The social costs are, going to extremes, when
populations are displaced and prevented from using productive soils for food production or
when excessive irrigation is causing a decrease in the groundwater level (Myers et al 1999
p9). As mentioned in Chapter 1, cotton is the agricultural product that represents the largest
shadow area of all the goods imported to Sweden every year. Our lifestyle and everyday
choices create tangible marks in the environment and we have to ask ourselves if the present
use of renewable resources like water and arable land is sustainable?

4.2.2 Manufacturing
Among the other life cycle steps, from ginning to stitching, a few other figures are worth
noticing. Every step contains flows of material and energy, which could be viewed as the
rucksack of our trousers. But the only phase containing all inventory categories is the wet
treatment. The inventory confirms the well known picture of an extensive use of water and
chemicals and if not put in relation to the cultivation step the wet treatment processes
consume almost all water (98%) and chemicals (100%) needed for the total production from
ginning to stitching (for details about the chemicals see Appendix no.2). It’s clear how the
method of LCI has the ability to sort out the separate process representing the largest flows
and by that directing the measurements to where they are needed the most. 

Many reactions take place between both the chemicals themselves and between the chemicals
and the material during processing, which make it difficult to assess their individual impact on
the environment (Informant no.15). It’s also complicated making a distinction between large
but relatively harmless flows and small but very hazardous, which could cause difficulties
when measurements have to be prioritised. In our case study most of the presented chemicals
end up in the sludge, stored at the back of the production unit. Here the inventory points at a
loose end waiting for and urgently needing a sustainable solution.

Critical aspects unfortunately missing in the inventory are content and quality of the water
leaving the treatment plant for irrigation. A weakness that has to be dealt with in coming
studies since some chemicals could disappear from the product system this way. An other
aspect not discussed in this study, but important from a life cycle perspective, is that
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chemicals from processes in earlier production stages could remain in the finished garments,
causing problems for the consumers and finally end up in swedish treatment plants (KemI
1997 p50). As a consequence the Swedish Company has established restrictions regarding the
use of certain chemicals, which require compliance from all suppliers. This benefits both the
workers handling the hazardous chemicals and the customers wearing the garments.

The only steps where material losses appear are ginning (30%), spinning (30%) and stitching
(15%). The total amount of cotton waste calculates for almost 60% of the initial material
needed for one pair of trousers. If we consider the weight, for each pair of trousers reaching
the swedish stores, one and a half pair of trousers are lost on the way. If we take a quick look
in the wardrobe again, you can wonder were all these “lost clothes” have gone. As mentioned
earlier, all cotton waste is reused in other kinds of low-grade production like stuffing of
pillows and mattresses and if cotton hadn’t been used some kind of other material, probably
petrochemical substances, would have. If the frames of the study were widened this aspect
would be seen as a valuable spin-off effect since two totally different products would share
the same origin and with it the social and environmental impacts could be shared between
them. For example: the initial weight of 0.8 kg cotton fibres is enough for one pair of ladies
sport trousers and the stuffing of one cushion pillow. LCI can introduce a new kind of
thinking regarding what is seen as waste and what is seen as a valuable resource.

Several of the processes are very high energy demanding, especially spinning which stands
for 53% of the total usage. Even if the use of electricity is well documented in the inventory
the delimitations doesn’t include energy sources used for the production of electricity. This is
a weak spot since different energy sources, together with transports, are giving rise to a
variety of environmental problems. Both energy sources and transports are mentioned in the
ISO 14040 standard (1997) as an important aspect of a product’s life cycle. Due to uncertainty
regarding transport distances, type of vehicles and their fuel use it would have been futile
trying to calculate the total amount of fuel consumption and related emissions per pair of
trousers. In Appendix no.3 this study gives a rough estimation of how far the cotton material,
fabric and trousers have been travelling from the cotton field to the clothing shop in
Stockholm. It’s a complex picture emerging of many actors and production sites, a truly
global supplier chain associated with extensive energy consumption and emissions of air
pollutants and greenhouse gases.

4.2.3 Literature comparison
To assure a higher level of reliability, we have compared our results with figures found in
literature. The main source is the study “Environmental Assessment of Textiles” (containing
cotton, wool, viscose, polyester or acrylic fibres) by the Danish Environmental Protection
Agency (Laursen et al 1997). It’s an extensive life cycle screening of environmental key
features based on existing environmental data to be found in different studies. Unfortunately,
the available figures are sometimes obsolete or insufficient and it’s often difficult to tell
which country they originate from. It has not been possible finding a separate study similar
enough to be comparable to ours. To facilitate the comparison with our results relevant
literature figures are inserted in Table no.1.

Those cases where our results differ from literature are all related to energy consumption. The
difference concerning the knitting process is assumed to be caused by modern machines,
efficiently reducing the use of energy and therefore showing lower figures. But in the case of
the wet treatment processes the gap between our results and figures found in literature is
believed to be too wide to originate only from modern machinery. It’s difficult knowing
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exactly which processes are refered to in the literature, but even if we add the energy use from
wet treatment, drying and compacting we wouldn’t come close. Oil incineration was used as a
complementing energy source during drying but no figures are available concerning the heat
value and could therefore not be included. If we, as a complement, use an average figure from
literature instead of our own, the final result concerning energy use would be twice as big. We
can of course not exclude the possibility of misunderstandings or just inability to provide the
correct figures, but it seems unlikely since the figures were checked several times with the
technical manager (Informant no.9).

A similar, more recent study presents figures on energy consumption from an Indian industry
performing wet treatment of textiles (Andersson 2002). The data was gathered using
questionnaires to different supplier companies and the processes included in the study are pre-
treatment, dyeing/printing and finishing. The findings of 0.25 kWh/kg or 0.91 MJ/kg fabric
support our result of 0.72 MJ/kg. Regarding the water use in the same unit, Andersson
presents figures twice as big as ours but still within the range found in other literature. The
difference concerning the stitching step finally, could be referred to the only available
literature figures originating from the manufacturing of home furnishing products, probably
using less energy for cutting and stitching processes.

No literatures have described packaging to any large extent. During this inventory there were
difficulties in receiving data about weight and content of different packaging materials used
(mainly paper and plastic), but the method could very well be used in an inventory of present
packing routines and possible improvements. Due to their work with the environmental
management systems of ISO 14001, the Supplier Company had already found other solutions
to some packaging routines decreasing the amount of material used.
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It had been very difficult to accomplish the objective of this study without the assistance and
interest of both the Swedish and the Supplier Company. Due to recent year’s disclosure of
social and environmental misbehaviours, the suspiciousness within the textile and clothing
community towards researchers and journalists is significant. Without personal contacts it’s
uncertain if we had got admission to the production units or got hold of internal figures at all.
It would under all circumstances have been impossible to follow a particular piece of garment
without participating companies due to the complex composition of the production chain.

As mentioned earlier the Supplier Company was about to finish an ISO 14001 process during
our visit. It could be argued that the reasonably good access to useful figures was due to their
recent experience of environmental documentation and understanding of similar methods.
Even though the language seldom was a problem, cultural misunderstanding, like addressing
informants without the correct authority or information, were experienced. It seemed to be
easier collecting data during the ongoing manufacturing of our specific garment rather than
tracing it backwards. This fact complicates the inventory since there could be pauses between
phases prolonging the time of study, or processes taking place parallel unabling the researcher
to follow both of them. These difficulties will of course disappear if the product studied is
under constant manufacturing instead of being a single case. A related issue is the difficulty of
isolating a certain event or process. For instance, energy consumption concerning one special
machine instead of an average measurement concerning the total production from all
machines. Shutting down machines in order to isolate a certain process is not realistic from an
economic point of view.
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Life Cycle Inventory is an appropriate method to be used within the textile industry with the
aim of gaining a comprehensive picture of the flow of resources in the manufacturing of
clothes. The inventory, through its identification and quantification of material and energy,
could be viewed as a forecast of the environmental impacts yet to come. By pointing at
information gaps, uncertain origins, loose ends and hot spots through the different production
processes, a LCI has the potential to, not only directing improvements, but also create a base
for decision making within product design, material choices, strategic policymaking and
innovations aiming towards sustainable production patterns.

A study like this could not however be used in external information like consumer campaigns
or marketing due to its limited information on actual social and environmental impacts. If one
wants a measurement of the potential or actual impacts caused by the production, in order to
compare our pair of trousers with another pair, one has to conduct a full LCA. For example:
these blue trousers contribute 20% more to climate change than those green ones. From a
consumer perspective this could be interesting by enhancing the possibilities of making a
conscious and responsible choice. But from a clothing company’s view, with the interest of
improving their total environmental performance, the information from a LCI is sufficient
enough.

An environmental responsible company could use the results from a LCI when wanting to
compare different orders, suppliers or changes in environmental performance over time. In the
beginning visits at site will be necessary to assure a deeper understanding of the processes and
their interactions with the surrounding environment and together with the supplier companies
establish a joint understanding of commonly shared interests. When a routine is set up
questionnaires could be used to collect data as an average for each production unit or more
specific processes to be used in a database. This study has shown some of the difficulties in
carrying through and Life Cycle Inventory, but all of them are believed to be reasonable.
Tracing the origin of the cotton fibres for example, is possible if the interest and resources are
there together with the demands put on the suppliers. But in the end, the most important
conclusion from a strict environmental point of view is that the longer a garment last, the less
number of garments has to be produced and the use of valuable resources would decrease.

4.4.1 Looking forward
The use of life cycle based tools in business practice was discussed in Chapter 2 and some of
the benefits presented there have already been recognised in this discussion. But the main
advantage from conducting a LCI may not be in solving problems but instead framing them in
a distinctive way and making people aware of them, creating long-term conditions for their
management. A life cycle study could also assist in making an inventory of the actual supply
chain, involved stakeholders and characteristics of specific processes, resulting in increased
interest and participation amongst employees. Information and knowledge about interactions
with the surrounding society and environment could also drive a company into a situation
where enhanced responsibility is seemed legitimate.
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Sustainable development was defined in 1987 by WCED as “development that meets the need
of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own
needs”. Since then different approaches to achieve sustainable development have been
discussed, aiming at providing society with a framework to define the limits of its activities.
For companies wanting to do their part in reaching the sustainable society it’s difficult to
navigate among the different interpretations and opinions of sustainability and even more
difficult deciding on strategies for and means of action. The increased power and influence of
transnational corporations could be seen as an opportunity for change towards sustainable
development. It could be argued that it’s a long-term interest of the corporations to be a
driving force towards sustainable production and consumption patterns. Otherwise there could
be a risk of changed opinions within society concerning their legitimacy, with increased
regulations as a consequence.

The area of corporate responsibility, mentioned in Chapter 1, recognises the ethical rights and
duties of a company towards the society and consists of both environmental and social-
economical aspects, focusing on good relations to stakeholders and transparency about the
company’s activities. This emerging field of responsibility reaching beyond the expectations
of both stakeholders and society is a new situation for the companies that needs to be defined
and related to. Companies have to adopt new management routines and tools in order to
remain in control and initiative, avoiding unprepared surveys or bad publicity (Åker 2001).

A company accepting the essence of sustainable development as defined above, have to
consider some consequences concerning its behaviour towards people and planet. It’s possible
to move forward ignoring the different opinions on how to make the concept of sustainability
operational, but it’s essential to decide in which direction to move and the level of ambition.
From a company’s view it doesn’t have to be more complicated than asking a few questions
and then act upon the given answers:
- Is there a need/demand for our product/service?
- Is the production performed in a way that enables continued activity in the future?
- Is the production fair and efficient with respect to meet human needs?
In other words, could the company go on doing what they are doing for an unforeseeable
time, using resources in a sustainable way without destroying the very basis of their own
existence and at the same time ensuring their stakeholders to meet their own needs
(Andersson et al, 1998)? They have to decide whether they are prepared to liquidate activities
contributing to unsustainable production and consumption patterns or if they will the go on
greenwashing, pretending to be sustainable.
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With increased globalisation and outsourcing the supply chains have grown, not only
concerning the number of actors but also in length of transportation. In the clothing business
the manufacturing has to a large extent moved out of high labour cost countries, distancing
the buyers and the users of the clothes from the conditions under which they are produced.
Textile and garment productions before situated in Sweden are today scattered over several
continents and with them the social and environmental impacts have moved from the North to
the South. As a consequence a considerable part of the clothing product chain has become
hidden from the consumers and to some extent even from the retailers not knowing the origin
of their materials and components. In the retail store, when the consumer is confronted with
the garment, it’s practically impossible knowing anything about its history (Blomqvist, 1999).

Life Cycle Thinking can in a way be seen as a counter tendency to this organised
irresponsibility. Instead of focusing on a company’s direct and in house environmental
burdens, life cycle approaches directs the attention to the indirect and hidden consequences of
the activities, making non-economic aspects of the production chain discernible (Heiskanen
2002b). The idea implies a global approach where it’s sometimes better to protect someone
else’s environment than one’s own, since measurements taken by a single actor could
interfere with processes in following steps. A life cycle approach means that the production
system should be optimised as whole, across national boarders and individual organisations
taking part in the product chain all the way from extraction to disposal. Thus Life Cycle
Thinking affects the way we think about, deal with and feel responsible for sustainability
issues, leading to a holistic worldview where it’s legitimate to care about common resources
threatened by unsustainable production and consumption patterns. A consciousness of global
interdependence where individual every day choices effects societies on the other side of the
globe.

5.2.1 The complexity of the cotton chain
The case study and the relationships within the product chain followed, shows good examples
of what is sometimes called a “buyer driven global product chain”. That is a chain where large
retailers play a central role in co-ordinating a decentralised production system (Banuri 1998
p3). The textile industry has during recent years been characterised by a decline in the number
of large retail corporations taking part but they have developed closer relations with their
suppliers who tend to be small scale and decentralised. As the Swedish Company, they are
active in overseas buying through their own organisation or agents and they have engaged in
close inspection and certification procedures to ensure that their suppliers meet legal
requirements of the importing country. The Swedish Company has, partly driven by increased
consumer pressure, established non-negotiable requirements concerning child labour, working
conditions and chemical restrictions for their suppliers and subcontractors to sign and follow.
You could say it’s a beginning of a “product chain management” routine, as discussed in
Chapter 2, where the chain stakeholders co-operate around commonly shared concerns,
initiated by a strong key actor (Garcia 2000 p11). But due to the complex chain structure a lot
of information is lost when the products are passing through the life cycle resulting in lack of
knowledge about their origin and manufacturing. Therefore the measurements will have a
limited range.

The cotton production chain can be divided into three broad stages characterised by very
different types of activities. The first stage is the cotton cultivation, using natural resources
directly. Because of its intimate relationship with the environment the process has a
widespread and significant impact. Renewable resources therefore need careful management
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to ensure replenishment and securing future existence of the activities. The next stage is the
manufacturing industries, changing raw cotton into either end products or components for
other processes. Manufacturing industries has the ability to change the social or
environmental impact either through the design of the actual product or the processes. Finally
there are the marketing and retailing businesses, not associated with any direct environmental
impacts besides transports and packaging. But as one of the major service industries retailing
involves close and regular contact both downstream with consumers, having a considerable
influence on consumption behaviour and answering rapidly to consumer pressure, and
upstream with suppliers being able to specify exact requirements and ensuring compliance
(Blair et al 2001 p214).
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The logic of Life Cycle Thinking seems to motivate new responsibilities and ways of doing
business, but it does not prescribe clearly defined roles. Traditionally, social and
environmental responsibility has mostly been an issue for public institutions but the life cycle
approach implies new styles of management reaching beyond the scope of national
authorities. This lack of clearly defined roles has been interpreted as an excuse for inaction,
but the increasing knowledge about the different impacts during a product’s life cycle together
with changed ideas of corporate responsibility could force corporations into new ways of
doing business (Heiskanen 2002b).

The difficult issues are: who is accountable for what, for how long and to whom, especially
when remembering the complicated process of surveying all processes and actors involved in
the life cycle of a single product. From a life cycle perspective the answer would be that all
chain actors together are responsible for the product that passes through and not just the actual
process they are involved in. But the textile product chain seams to be far from that idealistic
view at the moment, most of the actors do not even know where the material/product comes
from or where it will end up. Regarding the characteristics of how the textile product chain is
functioning today it’s possible that the retailer are the only actor able to initiate and carry
through activities based on a responsible life cycle perspective. Of course with the assistance
of all chain actors with their own special area of concern.

It’s the consumer that in the end is legitimising all activities that have happened upstream, by
approving and buying the garment. The consumer has the power to reject the garment or
choosing another garment that is meeting the consumer’s criteria of a responsible product. But
to be able to do that the customer needs information about the garment and alternatives to
choose between. The retailer has the most delicate position within the chain, being a link
between the consumption and the production stages. As mentioned before, customers do not
always differentiate between a company and its suppliers, which makes it very difficult for the
retailer to escape customer’s demand for information and responsibility. As discussed above
the retailer has considerable potential to influence the product they sell through supplier
pressure, especially with their own brand. One of the most important measurements for the
retailer is therefore to establish a flow of information regarding sustainability aspects both
upstream and downstream through the supply chain (Garcia 2000 p11). This flow of
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information will play an important role for constructing what responsibility issues are, not
only for the retailers but also for their customers and suppliers.
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As mentioned earlier, LCA/LCI enclose environmental impacts in the general categories of
ecological consequences, human health and resource use. It does not address economic
considerations or social effects. The ecological aspects of the environmental impacts could be
questioned since resource depletion by some actors are seen as an economic problem only and
what is human health other than a working condition problem? This exclusion of socio-
economic aspects could be blamed on tradition and a willingness to put the analytic focus on
the environment only (Leiden 2002). But as we have seen the impacts related to the cotton
and textile chain are far more extensive to be refered to ecological concerns only. LCA
provides us with a tool to take a wider holistic approach and if we are ever to reach the aims
of sustainable development we will have to widen our definition of the environment and the
inventory must include issues associated with sustainability (Welford, 1999 p146).

LCA/LCI has, as described before, the advantage of being operational and has mainly been
used for comparison and optimisation of existing product systems. When using current
manufacturing systems as starting point there could be a risk of only achieving limited
improvements and delaying the development of completely new and better systems. On the
other hand concepts and models of sustainability are seldom operational. Indicators and
criterions have been designed to determine whether an improvement is a step closer to
sustainability or not, but qualitative information and aspects are not usually included because
they are difficult to quantify. For example: geographic location of processes, whether material
flows are linear of cyclic or the need for preservation of physical conditions for biological
diversity (Andersson et al 1998). But if life cycle approaches were to be used together with
sustainability approaches, in qualitative or semi-quantitative analyses, the strategic aspects of
sustainability could provide the framework while the application of life cycle methods
provides the practical content. An environmental management tool with the potential to
approach difficult questions like: could our production system be brought in line with
principles of sustainability or must we develop a more suitable system that could provide the
same service and on the same time support the transition to a sustainable world?

Like Alice in her wonderland, transnational corporations have to choose which way they want
to go and especially where they want to get. There ought to be ways of changing course
towards sustainable production and consumption patterns without jeopardising either profit,
people or planet. Especially within the textile industry there are huge possibilities for
sustainable management of renewable resources, social responsibility towards labourer and
innovative design to attract customers and investors. But the crucial aspect is whether there
are actors willing to move ahead without waiting for others to take the first step. The interest
and demand for issues of corporate responsibility is increasing not only amongst NGOs but
also within companies and states. The challenge is to use this confused but promising
situation in a constructive way. An approach that combines the increased power and influence
of corporations together with a commitment to social and environmental responsibility, the
global interdependence in life cycle thinking and the intergenerational perspective of
sustainability could be a way forward.
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http://www.uneptie.org/pc/pc/tools/cleanerproduction.htm

http://www.foei.org/wssd/index.html

http://www.foe.org/WSSD/positionpaper.html

http://www.leidenuniv.nl/interfac/cml/ssp/projects/lca2/index.html
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http://www.icac.org (International Cotton Advisory Committee)

Recommended internet sites (2002-10-20)*
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Swedish Company 1 Environmental
manager

Sweden

2 Env. Assistant Sweden
3 India
4 India

Indian Company 5 Owner Tamil Nadu
6 Chief Manager Tamil Nadu
7 Knitting Engineer Tamil Nadu
8 Engineer Tamil Nadu
9 Technical Manager Tamil Nadu
10 Env. Manager Tamil Nadu

Ginning 11 Tamil Nadu
Spinning Mill 12 Spinning Master Tamil Nadu

Farmer 1 13 Tamil Nadu
Farmer 2 14 Tamil Nadu

Consultant 15 Env. Consultant Tamil Nadu

TNAU Prof. Palanisami Director WTC Coimbatore
Ass.Prof. Palanichamy Ass. Prof. Dep.

Agricultural Economy
Coimbatore

Prof. Ramamoorthy Dir. Cotton Dep. Coimbatore
Dr Surulivelu Senior Scientist Coimbatore

LVK Enviro Consult Ing. N.K. Kuttiappan Executive President Chennai
21 Project Engineer Chennai
22 Chennai

                                                
15 All informants listed above are not quoted in the study, but all of them have to a great extent contributed to the
general understanding of the field of cotton and textiles and for that I am sincerely grateful.
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Kieralon Jet B Wetting 0.5/100 kg/fabric Low foaming
detergent, TI/T 7036e
(BASF 199916).

Prestogen FBPL Bleaching 0.5/100 kg Stabiliser for
bleaching, TI/T 7026e
(BASF 1999).

Sodium Hydroxide Bleaching 1.0/100 kg CAS no. 1310-73-2

Hydrogen Peroxide Bleaching 2.0/100 kg CAS no. 7722-84-1

Acetic Acid Washing 0.5/100 kg CAS no. 64-19-7

Levafix Yellow (222) Dyeing 0.1/100 kg Reactive colour17

(KemI 1997).
Levafix Red (224) Dyeing 0.023/100 kg Reactive colour

(KemI 1997).
Levafix Blue (226) Dyeing 0.082/100 kg Reactive colour

(KemI 1997).
Sodium Sulphate Dyeing 15/100 kg CAS no. 7757-82-6

Sodium Carbonate Dyeing 2/100 kg CAS no. 497-19-8

Acetic Acid Washing 0.5/100 kg See above.

Kierlon Jet B Washing 0.1/100 kg See above.

Siligen FB Sin Softening 1.0/100 kg Additive and softener
for textile finishing,
TI/T 7121e (BASF99)

                                                
16 Chemicals from BASF, Germany.
17 Colours from Dystar, Germany.
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1. Cotton field Ginning Mill 2 500 km (minimum) Truck (Ship)

2. Ginning Mill Spinning 120 km Truck

3. Spinning Mill Knitting 120 km Truck

4. Knitting Wet Treatment 50 km Truck

5. Wet Treatment Stitching 50 km Truck

6. Finishing Packing 10 km Truck

7. Packing Ship 400 km Truck

8. Ship Hamburg, Germany 18 000 km Ship

9. Germany Stockholm 1 000 km Ship

10. Warehouse Store 10 km Truck

Total distance truck 3 260 km

Total distance ship 19 000 km

Total distance 22 260 km

                                                
18 These figures should be treated with care since they are inexact estimations. The purpose of showing them is
only to give a rough picture of the distance from cotton to clothes. The information comes from various
informants.
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Ginning 3.2u19/kg Cotton 30%

Spinning 150-250
kg/bale, 
1.25-2kg/cone

6u/kg Wax 0.2%/kg Packing
4.5/50kg,
cotton 30%

Knitting 220kg
/machine, 15-
20kg/role in
1h15min

1357u/12
machines
during 24h

Dust

Wet treatment 10-30u/100kg 50-55litre/kg See
Appendix 2

Sludge
1kg/100kg
fabric

Drying 20u/100kg,
10-12litre oil

Finishing 123u/5500kg 5000litre
/5500kg

Dust

Stitching 160u/1400pcs 300litre
/1500pcs

Fabric
15-18%

                                                
19 One unit of electricity equals one kWh. 
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1.1 Material
Yield/ ha: 600kg world average, 279/288kg Indian average (DEPA 1997 s32, ICAC 2001).
Area needed per FU20: 0,791kg (cotton for next step) *10 000 m2 / 600 =13,2m2 ,
(10 000/600=16,7).
Area needed for 1kg trouser: 2,4kg (cotton for next step) *10 000 m2 / 600 =40m2.

1.3 Water
50cm/yield (DEPA s31), 10 000 * 0,5= 5000 m3/ha, 1m3=1000litre,
5000*1000litre=5 000 000 litre/ha, 5 000 000/ 600(kg/ha)=8333litre / kg cotton. 
8333*0,791=6591 litre / FU.

1.4 Fertilisers
World average 0-560g/kg cotton (DEPA s51). Recommendation to Indian farmers NPK:
120/60/60kg respectively (Dr T. Surulivelu 01-11-26). 560/2=280g/kg cotton. 

��*	

	
#

2.1 Material
For next process 0,554kg is needed per FU. 0,554/0,7 (minus waste)=0,791kg per FU.
1,68 (needed for next process)/0,7(minus waste)=2,4kg per kg trouser. 

2.2 Energy
3,2kWh*3,6 (Reference National Encyclopaedia)=11,52MJ/kg output. 11,52*0,791=9,11MJ
per FU. 11,52*2,4=27,65MJ per kg trouser. 

2.3 Waste
0,791*0,3=0,24kg per FU. 2,4*0,3=0,72kg per kg trouser. 

����	

	
#

3.1 Material
1,4kg cotton fibres minus 30% waste=1kg yarn.
For next process 1,176kg fabric is needed. 1,176/0,7(minus waste)=1,68kg/1kg trouser.
Per FU: 0,388kg (input knitting) / 0,7 (remaining after waste)= 0,554kg

3.2 Energy
6kWh*3,6 (REF NE)=21,6MJ/kg output. Per FU: 21,6*0,554=11,96MJ

3.3 Waste
0,554*0,30=0,166kg per FU

                                                
20 FU = functional unit = one pair of trousers
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4.1 Material
1 kg yarn = 1 kg grey fabric

4.2 Energy
1357kWh/ 12 machines/ 220kg (fabric/machine and 24 hours) *3,6=1,85MJ
Per FU: 1,85*0,388=0,718MJ

)�5�������
�

5.1 Material
1 kg grey fabric = 1 kg finished fabric

5.2 Energy
20kWh/100kg fabric*3,6= 0,72MJ. Per FU: 0,72*0,388=0,279MJ

5.3 Water
5000-5500litres water/100kg fabric= 52,5 litres/kg fabric. Per FU: 52,5*0,388=20,37litres

5.4 Chemicals
All chemicals are added. Total amount is 0,233 kg/kg fabric. Of these are dyestuff about
2g/kg fabric. Per FU: 2*0,388=0,77g. Total amount of chemicals needed for FU is:
0,233*0,388=0,090kg. This has not been included in the weight of the fabric since most of it
is washed away.  

5.5 Waste
Sludge: 1kg/100kg fabric= 0,01kg/kg fabric. Per FU: 0,01*0,388=0,004kg 

7����	
#

6.2 Energy
20kWh/100kg fabric. 0,2kWh/kg fabric*3,6=0,72MJ.
Per FU: 0,72*0,388=0,279MJ
0,1 litres oil/kg fabric. 0,1*……=…….MJ. 0,72+…..=……MJ/kg fabric.

8�(	
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7.1 Material
Changes in GSM from grey fabric to coloured and compacted fabric. 

7.2 Energy
Compacting: 123kWh per 5500 kg fabric. 123kWh/5500*3,6=0,081MJ/kg fabric. 
Per FU: 0,081*0,388=0,031MJ

7.3 Water
5000litres per 5500kg fabric. 5000litres/5500=0,91litres/ kg fabric
Per FU: 0,91*0,388=0,35litres
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8.1 Material
15% waste for each kg output: 1,0/0,85=1,176kg. 
For FU: 0,33 (measured trouser) /0,85(15% waste)=0,388kg. 

8.2 Energy
160kWh/ 1400 pieces*3,6=0,411MJ. Per kg trouser (3,75m2/2=1,875m2 per
piece*280GSM=0,525kg per piece) 0,411/0,525*1kg=0,78MJ per kg trouser. 
Per FU: 0,78*0,388= 0,30MJ. 

8.3 Water
300litres/1500 pieces=0,2litres. Per kg: 0,2/0,525*1kg=0,38litres. 
Per FU: 0,38litres*0,388=0,15litres. 

8.4 Waste
15%=0,176kg per kg trouser. Per FU: 0,388*0,15=0,058kg. 


